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Abstract 

Design science research strives to be practical and relevant. Yet few researchers have examined the 

extent to which practitioners can meaningfully utilize theoretical knowledge produced by design 

science research in solving concrete real-world problems. Are design theories developed by scientists 

readily amenable to application by practitioners? Does the application of a theory by practitioners 

always lead to the outcomes predicted (by the scientists)? We examine a particularly difficult 

challenge—ensuring that the development and deployment of an IT artifact by practitioners based 

on a design theory result in appropriate changes in the environment predicted by the design theory. 

As we show in our paper, a gulf exists between theoretical propositions and concrete issues faced in 

practice—a challenge we refer to as design theory indeterminacy. Design theory indeterminacy 

might result in considerable ambiguity when implementing a design theory in practice and reduce 

the potential relevance of information systems knowledge. In this paper, we articulate the problem 

of design theory indeterminacy, examine factors that contribute to it, and suggest fruitful directions 

for future research to help reduce it. 
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1 Introduction 

Seemingly innocuous features of information systems 

(IS) can have dramatic effects. For example, in a study 

of the effect of warning messages on energy 

consumption during showers, Tiefenbeck and 

colleagues (Tiefenbeck, Goette, et al., 2016) found that, 

contrary to expectations, a strong warning message 

depicting the impact of behavior on climate change by 

showing a polar bear on a melting ice floe increased 

shower length (and energy consumption) compared to 

milder messages that showed only water consumption 

and energy classification rating. The researchers 

concluded that the “real-world impact of Information 

Systems” might be influenced by “the potentially 

unpredictable large effects of ‘seemingly small design 

choices’” (Ableitner et al., 2017, p. 2). 

Surprisingly, the potential of incidental features to 

produce substantial changes and the difficulty in 

anticipating their impact in practice has been largely 

ignored in IS research. A typical information system 

consists of myriad features, some intentionally designed 

based on guiding principles, some improvised, and 

others emerging unexpectedly out of interactions 

between components. These bundles of features are 

packaged as information technology (IT) artifacts and 
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introduced in complex organizational settings. It is 

unclear whether and to what extent IS theories are 

capable of accounting for the impact of subtle, 

seemingly incidental, and mundane decisions that need 

to be made during IS implementation. This applies to IS 

research broadly but is especially relevant for design 

theories, a major type of contribution in IS that is 

especially prevalent in design science research (DSR) 

(Baskerville, Kaul, & Storey, 2015; Gregor & Hevner, 

2013; Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010; Venable, 2006; vom 

Brocke et al., 2020). This is a timely question, as debate 

is ongoing on ways to better support practice, with a 

consensus that IS researchers need to do more to make 

their work more practically relevant (Hirschheim, 2019; 

Hovorka et al., 2019). 

As with other theories, IS design theories are convenient 

abstractions, figments of the human mind created to 

organize and/or act upon reality (Gregor, 2006). 

However, unlike theories that explain or predict, the 

goal of design theories is to prescribe action to achieve 

goals. Design theories are useful insofar as they perform 

this function reliably in relevant contexts.  

It is generally accepted that the mandate of DSR is to 

make IS practice more effective and efficient by 

reducing development uncertainty (Venable, 2006; 

Walls, Widmeyer, & El Sawy, 1992). However, a 

considerable gap might exist between IS theories and 

concrete issues faced in practice. We define design 

theory indeterminacy (DTI) as the absence of a one-to-

one mapping from design theory prescriptions to 

specific features in an artifact and methods for 

deploying the artifact in the environment. DTI means 

there might be multiple instantiations that are consistent 

with a design proposition within a design theory. That 

is, for a proposition of the form “If you want to achieve 

Y, do X,” there may be more than one way to “do X” in 

an artifact. For example, in designing a data collection 

interface, the proposition “If you want to allow users to 

express emotions, ensure the interface permits flexible 

data entry” might be useful. However, this abstract 

proposition does not specify, for example, whether you 

should choose a “textbox,” a (larger) “text area,” or a list 

of emojis. A designer, therefore, must make a choice 

based on considerations that go beyond the proposition 

being applied. Thus, a textbox might be chosen on the 

basis that it is smaller, and smaller data entry fields are 

more aesthetically pleasing to the practitioner.  

In such situations, DTI implies that it is impossible to 

determine whether the outcome results from applying a 

chosen design proposition or from the ancillary choices 

made by the designer. As a result of this indeterminacy, 

a practitioner choosing to implement a design theory 

might not attain the outcomes specified by the theory.  

Design science research has only recently begun to 

consider this issue and has done so only in a limited 

way. There is a growing awareness that design theories 

may be difficult to implement. Gregor and Jones 

(2007) argue that design theories should have a method 

of application but leave open the question of how it 

should be developed. Chandra Kruse and colleagues 

(Chandra Kruse & Seidel, 2017; Chandra Kruse, 

Seidel, & Purao, 2016) note the difficulty researchers 

and practitioners face when implementing abstract 

design prescriptions (they refer to this as the problem 

of “design principle reuse”), and call for more work in 

this area. Mandviwalla (2015) contends that, whereas 

previous research examined design theory 

components, an “important gap” remains in being able 

to “facilitate translation [from design theory] into 

specific actionable guidelines” (p. 338). Our paper 

seeks to answer these calls.  

Design theory indeterminacy arises from the need to 

map from abstract propositions to concrete 

manifestations in artifacts when using a design theory, 

but also involves complex issues related to causality 

and measurement. Therefore, DTI cannot be fully 

eliminated. In this paper, we provide guidance for 

mitigating the potentially negative consequences of 

DTI. We consider whether the approaches DSR takes 

when developing and formulating design theories can 

be improved with the objective of providing better 

guidance to practice. In the following, we first position 

DTI with respect to the ongoing discourse on rigor and 

relevance in design science research. We then identify 

the root causes of the problem, including specific 

challenges that arise when creating an artifact 

following some design theory. Based on these 

challenges, we suggest fruitful directions for future 

research.  

2 Background: Design Theories in 

IS  

2.1 Significance and Nature of Design 

Theories 

The need to understand DTI stems from the importance 

of design theories in IS. As Goes (2014) explains, 

design theories are the intellectual tools by which the 

information systems community can contribute to 

technological innovation. Design theories further 

permit the community to engage in solving real world 

problems (Beck, Weber, & Gregory, 2013; Gregor & 

Hevner, 2013; Iivari, 2007; vom Brocke et al., 2020).  

We do not consider in detail how a design theory is 

developed but several possibilities exist (Baskerville et 

al., 2015; Drechsler & Hevner, 2018; Gregor & 

Hevner, 2013; Purao, 2013). For example, some DSR 

projects develop a design theory and then an artifact 

based on it (e.g., Parsons & Wand, 2008), while others 

abstract theory or principles based on observation of an 

already existing artifact (e.g., Avdiji et al., 2020).  
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Table 1. Examples of Design Theories in IS  

Theory name and reference Summary of the design theory 

• DPs: prescriptive statements, such as design principles that shape the 

artifact, which become an independent variable 

• Outcomes: dependent variable(s) or outcomes proposed by the theory 

Theory of tailorable design  

(Germonprez, Hovorka, & Collopy, 2007) 

DPs: Nine reflective (e.g., recognizable components, recognizable conventions) 

and active (e.g., support for functional requirements, representation of user 

views) principles that provide the ability for technology to be modified during 

use. 

Outcome: Greater artifact tailorability. 

Emergent knowledge processes design theory  

(Markus, Majchrzak, & Gasser, 2002) 

DPs: Six design and development principles (e.g., design for customer 

engagement by seeking out naïve users, radical iteration with functional 

prototypes, designed for off-line action). 

Outcome: Effective support of emerging knowledge processes. 

A design theory for systems that support 

convergent and divergent thinking 

(Müller-Wienbergen, Müller, Seidel, & 

Becker, 2011) 

DPs: Principles for creating design features that stimulate convergent (e.g., tag 

trees, filters) and divergent (e.g., generation of intra-and inter-domain stimuli) 

creative thinking. 

Outcome: support of convergent and divergent thinking, facilitation of creative 

work. 

Design theory for classification in 

information modeling  

(Parsons & Wand, 2008) 

DPs: Principles for forming good classes, creating subclasses and superclasses 

(e.g., each new class must support inferences) in information systems 

modeling. 

Outcome: Effective information systems development and use. 

Design theory for digital platforms that 

support online communities 

(Spagnoletti, Resca, & Lee, 2015) 

DPs: Seven design propositions that stipulate how to develop IT features that 

support information sharing, collaboration, and/or collective action (e.g., online 

communities should be connected to popular online social networking services 

in order to enable the diffusion of codified and abstract information). 

Outcome: improved information sharing, collaboration, and collective action in 

online communities.  

In all cases, the result is a set of abstract statements that 

practitioners may use to solve problems in contexts 

different from the ones giving rise to the original 

design theory.1  

The specific form an IS design theory should take 

remains a subject of debate (Gregor, 2006; Gregor & 

Jones, 2007; Kuechler & Vaishnavi, 2012; Walls et al., 

1992; Weber, 2012). For example, Gregor and Jones 

(2007) identify eight components of a design theory. 

They argue a design theory typically contains the 

purpose and scope (e.g., represented by a dependent 

variable(s) or proposed outcomes, and testable 

propositions), which predicts the nature of change in 

reality resulting from applying the theory (e.g., 

increased adoption of technology or improved decision 

quality). These outcomes are typically explained by 

some reference justificatory knowledge (e.g., a kernel 

theory). Design guidance comes in the form of specific 

prescriptive statements, frequently called design 

principles—independent variable(s), principles of 

form and function that “define the structure, 

 
1 We believe the first scenario is more susceptible to the 

problem of design theory indeterminacy. As we show in 

Section 5, having observed a real artifact should lead 

organization and functioning of the design product or 

design method” (Gregor & Jones, 2007, p. 325). In 

addition, design theories might provide additional 

information on how to implement a theory (so-called 

“principles of implementation”), an expository 

implementation, and consideration of how artifacts of 

this kind may evolve (i.e., “artifact mutability”).  

While design theory typically provides causal 

mechanisms that explain the relationship between the 

antecedent design principles via an instantiated artifact 

based on these principles, the nature of causality in 

DSR is unlike that in natural sciences. Although some 

components of an artifact (e.g., electric circuitry) may 

behave in a predictable manner (Gregor & Hovorka, 

2011, p. 7), an artifact deployed in an environment 

becomes an open system—one that interacts with its 

environment (Chaturvedi, Dolk, & Drnevich, 2011; 

Prat, Comyn-Wattiau, & Akoka, 2015)—making it 

difficult to precisely identify causal chains that connect 

the artifact to desired outcomes. Thus, determining and 

modeling causes in DSR as universal, law-like, and 

scientists to a deeper understanding of the issues and 

contingencies practitioners may face when implementing the 

design theory. 
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context-free, as is typical in the natural sciences 

(Bunge, 1998), is unrealistic. Rather, causes in a design 

theory are constellations of probabilities leading to the 

outcomes under the right circumstances (Gregor & 

Hovorka, 2011). As we show later, the nature of 

causality in DSR is a dimension of DTI. 

Many foundational IS theories are design theories. For 

example, representation theory, proposed by Wand and 

Weber (1990, 1993, 1995) is one of the “few long-

standing, native theories in the Information Systems 

discipline” (Burton-Jones et al., 2017, p. 1307). 

Representation theory seeks to lay a broad foundation 

for the design, development, and use of information 

systems. Table 1 provides additional examples of 

design theories, illustrating their prevalence and 

diversity in the IS discipline (for more examples and 

analysis, see Walls, Widermeyer, & El Sawy, 2004) 

2.2 Design Theory Indeterminacy in DSR 

Three major themes relevant to the problem of DTI can 

be observed in DSR. First, there is broad recognition of 

the importance of generality when formulating design 

theories. Second, studies have questioned whether the 

focus on generality results in limitations. Third, research 

is beginning to investigate the challenges arising when 

practitioners seek to reuse components (e.g., design 

principles) of a design theory. 

A long-standing assumption in DSR is that the 

generality of design theories is important and desirable. 

Gregor and Jones (2007) suggest that principles of form 

and practice can be represented as an “abstract 

‘blueprint’” or as a design method showing “in a 

generalized form the shape and features” (p. 326) 

proposed. Walls et al. (1992) recommend addressing “a 

class of problems” rather than “the design of a specific 

artifact” (p. 42). In a widely cited example of early 

design theories in IS, Markus et al. (2002, p. 186), in 

proposing a theory to support emerging knowledge 

processes (EKPs), claimed that their theory “generalized 

to the entire class of EKPs.” This is broadly consistent 

with the repeated calls within the discipline to study 

“prototypical” (Weber, 2003) or “generic, archetypal” 

(Rai, 2017) problems.  

A consequence of the preference for greater generality 

is that most, if not all, design theories are midrange 

(Kuechler & Vaishnavi, 2008, 2012; Moody, Iacob, & 

Amrit, 2010; Weber, 2012); that is, moderately abstract 

(i.e., they do not purport to explain everything) but, as is 

characteristic of midrange theories, “close enough to 

observed data to be incorporated in propositions that 

permit empirical testing” (Merton 1949, p. 39).  

Despite the preference for generality and the prevalence 

of midrange design theories, limitations of this approach 

have been noted. First, a general form may ignore 

challenges faced by practitioners. Hevner et al. (2004) 

caution that an overemphasis on generalizability might 

come at the expense of relevance and call for balancing 

these objectives. Second, by abstracting away the rich 

particulars of real artifacts, some potentially important 

problems and opportunities embedded in specific 

instantiations may fail to be uncovered and 

disseminated. Artifacts bring about changes in the 

environment, some of which are impossible to anticipate 

in advance; artifacts “make” new worlds (Dasgupta, 

1996; Purao, 2013).  

The increasing prominence of design theories has 

motivated greater efforts to better structure and 

formalize design theorizing. Venable (2006) argues that 

a design theory should focus on predicting outcomes of 

artifact implementation. Gregor and Hovorka (Gregor & 

Hovorka, 2011; Hovorka & Gregor, 2010) stress the 

importance of specifying causal mechanisms imbued in 

artifacts. Researchers are investigating ways of 

providing greater transparency and formality in 

formulating design principles to promote their reuse 

(Chandra Kruse & Seidel, 2017; Chandra Kruse et al., 

2016). As Chandra Kruse and Seidel (2017) show, other 

researchers and designers face considerable challenges 

when trying to interpret and apply the design principles 

formulated by researchers. They also raise the 

possibility that design principles are too abstract and 

generic and call for more research to investigate this 

issue (Chandra Kruse et al., 2016). While Gregor and 

Jones (2007) suggest including “principles of 

implementation,” which may address some of these 

concerns, it is unclear what these principles should 

entail, how they should be formed, and which other 

components of a design theory they should support. 

These efforts point to potential issues in design 

theorizing, but they focus narrowly on certain 

components of a design theory (e.g., design principles) 

and do not specifically consider the problem of DTI as 

a whole. A design theory has multiple components (e.g., 

eight according to Gregor and Jones, 2007). As 

demonstrated below, multiple components of a design 

theory contribute to indeterminacy. Indeed, some 

components (e.g., design principles) might interact with 

others, an idea that, to our knowledge, has not been 

investigated. Furthermore, we advance another 

important point: design theories should be viewed not 

only as shaping specific artifact features, but also as 

initiating change. A design theory chosen by a 

practitioner eventually leads to an artifact implemented 

with typically imprecise theoretical guidance and 

deployed in complex real settings. We conceptualize 

DTI as a complex and multifaceted problem requiring 

purposeful investigation. In the next section, we 

examine two existing DSR projects based on design 

theory to demonstrate the existence of DTI and lay the 

groundwork for understanding it better. 
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3 Demonstrating Design Theory 

Indeterminacy 

To demonstrate the problem of design theory 

indeterminacy, we use two case studies. As DTI arises 

when practitioners attempt to implement a design 

theory in a real-world setting, a case study is especially 

useful for understanding how it is manifested in 

practice (Baxter & Jack, 2008; Dubé & Paré, 2003; 

Lee, 1989; Yin, 2013). Our cases complement each 

other in the type of evidence they provide, but also 

offer “literal replication” (Yin, 2013), in that they both 

support our arguments and lead to similar conclusions. 

Examining two cases in different contexts also 

underscores the generalizability of our arguments 

(Dubé & Paré, 2003; Yin, 2013) and the pervasiveness 

of DTI. 

3.1 Case 1: Instance-Based Design 

Theory 

For Case 1, we chose the design theory of instance-

based modeling (Lukyanenko et al., 2017; 

Lukyanenko, Parsons, & Wiersma, 2014; Lukyanenko 

et al., 2019). The authors explicitly claim that their 

“work contributes a novel design theory” (Lukyanenko 

et al., 2017, p. 308), as it explains and predicts why 

following the proposed design principles results in 

specific changes in reality.  

The theory proposes a set of modeling principles 

premised on representing unique instances (the 

independent variable) to increase user participation 

and the quality of data provided by ordinary people 

(the dependent variables) in a crowdsourcing context. 

We selected this design theory because of its success, 

as evidenced by several publications in prominent IS 

journals (Lukyanenko et al., 2017; Lukyanenko, 

Parsons, et al., 2014; Lukyanenko, Parsons, Wiersma, 

et al., 2019), and in leading scientific journals outside 

IS (e.g., Lukyanenko, Parsons, & Wiersma, 2016; 

Parsons, Lukyanenko, & Wiersma, 2011).  

As is typical for DSR, the instance-based design theory 

was proposed in response to a real-world problem—

ensuring the quality of information generated by 

citizen science applications and facilitating greater 

participation in citizen science projects (Lewandowski 

& Specht, 2015; Nov, Arazy, & Anderson, 2014). 

Citizen science is a type of crowdsourcing in which 

scientists enlist ordinary people to perform research 

tasks (Bonney et al., 2014; Burgess et al., 2017; Levy 

& Germonprez, 2017). For example, a popular citizen 

science project, GalaxyZoo (zooniverse.org), relies on 

over a million registered online users to classify 

galaxies from digital photos taken by the Hubble Space 

Telescope (Fortson et al., 2011; Ponti et al., 2018). 

Citizen science is widely used in many branches of 

science (Burgess et al., 2017; Goodchild, 2007; Louv, 

Dickinson, & Bonney, 2012; Lukyanenko, Wiggins, & 

Rosser, 2019; Sieber, 2006; Wiggins & Crowston, 

2014).  

Despite its growing popularity, a major challenge in 

citizen science is ensuring that heterogeneous and 

voluntary online users are able to provide information 

of sufficient quality to be used in scientific analysis and 

decision-making (Lukyanenko, Parsons, Wiersma, et 

al., 2019). This is extremely difficult given that data 

production occurs online and the data producers (i.e., 

citizen scientists) are typically anonymous and unpaid 

volunteers. Consequently, despite the growth in 

projects and millions of online users involved, 

scientists remain concerned about relying on citizen-

generated data (Burgess et al., 2017; Lewandowski & 

Specht, 2015). In response, the dominant philosophy in 

the design of citizen science platforms is to constrain 

and restrict user input to ensure consistency and 

uniformity. This typically means that projects require 

contributors to report observed phenomena (e.g., birds, 

animals) using a predefined list of classes deemed 

useful to scientists (e.g., biological species). Since 

citizens are typically not science experts, this imposes 

a considerable barrier to participation and might result 

in lower-quality data, as participants might resort to 

guessing or even abandon data entry. It also misses an 

opportunity to collect unanticipated data from citizens. 

Instance-based design theory offers an alternative to 

the dominant class-based design for data collection in 

citizen science, which focuses on identifying a 

predefined set of classes of interest to information 

consumers. With instance-based design theory, users 

are not forced to classify phenomena using predefined 

classes (such as biological species), thereby relaxing 

the requirement that nonexperts understand and follow 

a given taxonomy. This design theory is based on two 

reference (kernel) theories: classification theory from 

cognitive psychology, and Bunge’s ontology. 

Classification theory (Murphy, 2004; Smith & Medin, 

1981) maintains that people are extremely fast and 

accurate when asked to describe both familiar and 

unfamiliar objects (instances) using attributes and 

high-level classes (Rosch et al., 1976). Bunge’s (1977) 

ontology postulates that the world consists of “things” 

(which can also be referred to as instances) as the 

primary elements of existence. These reference 

theories, translated into the problem space of citizen 

science, result in the design theory shown graphically 

in Figure 1. 

Using unconstrained collection of attributes and 

classes makes it possible to capture information 

seamlessly from nonexpert audiences and is 

hypothesized to have positive effects on information 

quality and levels of user engagement (see Figure 1). 
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The attributes can also be analyzed post hoc to infer 

classes of interest (e.g., species).2  

To illustrate the nature of DTI, suppose a real-world 

project wishes to adopt instance-based design theory. 

Practically, this means following the design principles 

provided in the theory to develop a real-world 

information system that, once deployed in the citizen 

science context, should deliver high-quality data and 

encourage more people to participate.  

Consider the challenges a designer might face when 

implementing the instance-based design theory. When 

designing a new citizen science project, much of the 

previous experience with class-based design, database 

normalization, and user interface design, can no longer 

be leveraged. Further, concomitant with broader DSR, 

the kernel theories of Bunge’s ontology and cognition 

were developed outside the context of IS and, more 

specifically, online citizen science. In addition, the 

design theory itself is more general than the context of 

citizen science. As a result, neither the design theory 

nor the kernel theory underlying it deal with notions of, 

for example, web servers, programming languages, or 

client device types, nor do they cover constructs such 

as citizens, scientists, or species.  

Traditionally, surface elements of a system (such as a 

user interface, navigational structure, and menu 

choices) can be traced to structural assumptions at the 

deep (i.e., conceptual) level (Wand & Weber, 1995). 

Since the underlying information model is instance-

based, it follows that surface elements should follow 

instance-based principles. However, no strategy for 

mapping the principles in Figure 1 into specific design 

objects is provided in the design theory. This means 

that answers to many design questions cannot be 

justified based on theoretical prescriptions alone. For 

example, what should the first (landing) and 

subsequent pages look like? Do the landing page and 

other pages need to behave differently each time? 

Should the file structure be dynamic and personalized 

for each user?  

 

 

Figure 1. Key Components of the Instance-Based Design Theory 

 

 

 

 

Note: Images used with permission of the authors (Lukyanenko et al., 2017) 

Figure 2. Example of Free-Form Guided Attribute Collection 

 

 
2 We have selected the instance-based design theory as an 

example of the problem of design theory indeterminacy. We 

point interested readers to the original publications (provided 

in this paper) in which the concepts related to this theory 

have been fully explained, and the evidence for the utility of 

the theory has been empirically demonstrated. We adopt the 

same position with respect to the design theory of behavioral 

feedback in Case 2 below. 

Design principles: 
- instance is the primary unit  
  of data collection 
- attributes and classes  
  describe instances 
- information is collected in  
  terms of attributes and  
  classes 

Information quality 
- record accuracy 
- record completeness 

- record timeliness 

  

User participation 
- user engagement 

 

 

+ 

+ 
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Similar ambiguity arises when building a data 

collection interface. The instance-based approach 

involves storing information about instances in terms of 

attributes. Here, a practical question is how to choose 

interface elements consistent with the design theory. 

For example, a website might present attributes as a list 

allowing users to select applicable attributes. This 

means that all applicable attributes should be modeled 

in advance. Alternatively, attributes can be entered in a 

free-form manner—where any attribute is accepted 

even if it is not found in the existing attribute base. A 

variation on free-form data collection is guided free-

form collection, in which any attribute is accepted but a 

prompt dynamically makes recommendations based on 

the string being typed (see, e.g., Figure 2). This is the 

approach adopted by Lukyanenko et al. (2017). 

The choice of a data entry interface leads to additional 

questions. For example, if a guided free-form interface 

is chosen, should some (e.g., more common) attributes 

be cached for better performance? Alternatively, the 

prompt may be based on an active list of user-created 

attributes or a static authoritative list. In each case, there 

are also multiple ways to compute similarity (e.g., 

literal string match, or using a similarity algorithm). In 

other words, there are many design alternatives that 

could be implemented in a way consistent with an 

abstract design principle.  

In addition, it is unclear whether different decisions are 

better suited to other project objectives. For example, 

performance and aesthetics were important: a slow or 

unattractive system might dissuade casual users from 

contributing. Typically, there is also an objective to 

make the project available in many different user 

environments (e.g., mobile devices, desktop systems). 

Design solutions should be tailored to these different 

environments. However, some of the interface choices 

mentioned above might not be appropriate for all 

environments. For instance, constrained-choice data 

collection appears to be more suitable for mobile 

devices, while free-from guided interfaces seem more 

appropriate for a desktop context. These decisions 

involve interpretation and fitting the referent design 

theory with other considerations (e.g., guidelines for 

mobile computing). 

Case 1 thus demonstrates that there are many design 

decisions that must be made during implementation and 

it is often unclear which ones are best suited for the 

chosen design theory. Without explicit guidance from 

the theory, the choices made may result in outcomes 

contrary to the theory. We examine this possibility next. 

3.2 Case 2: Design Theory of Behavioral 

Feedback 

To illustrate the problem of DTI in a different context, 

we turn to another recent research case investigating 

DSR in IS. We selected a research project that, like 

Case 1, bears strong evidence of high scholarly quality 

and high demonstrable social impact (see, e.g., 

Tiefenbeck et al., 2019). This research developed a 

design theory with the goal of lowering energy use and 

increasing environmental conservation and has been 

published in leading scientific journals (Tiefenbeck, 

2017; Tiefenbeck et al., 2018, 2019; Tiefenbeck, 

Goette, et al., 2016; Tiefenbeck Schöb, et al. 2016).  

The researchers hypothesized that energy conservation 

(the dependent variable) can be fostered by providing 

people with direct feedback on their energy 

consumption (the independent variable or design 

proposition) (Tiefenbeck, Goette, et al., 2016). They 

used the theory of salience biases to explain why 

displaying immediate feedback alters behavior 

(Tversky, Kahneman, & Moser, 1990) and theories of 

psychological pressure (Schultz et al., 2016) to explain 

why people engage in prosocial behavior (e.g., try to 

conserve energy) when behavioral feedback is 

provided. 

To evaluate this design proposition, the authors 

designed an artifact—a device that displays water 

consumption while people are showering. The device 

was mounted onto shower stalls in hotel rooms and 

was visible to guests while showering (Tiefenbeck, 

Goette, et al., 2016). Four versions of the artifact were 

implemented in the form of four displays of a smart 

shower meter (Figure 3). Each design aimed to 

increase the intensity of the treatment. The control 

group’s meter displayed only the water temperature, 

Treatment Group 1 saw both the temperature and water 

consumption in liters, and Treatment Group 2 saw the 

water temperature, liters used, and an energy 

efficiency classification ranging from A (most 

efficient) to G (least efficient), adapted from the 

European Energy Efficiency scale. Finally, treatment 

group three’s meter also displayed an image of a polar 

bear on an ice floe that shrunk as the shower continued, 

eventually leaving the bear in the water. This element 

conveyed the impact of energy consumption on the 

environment and climate change. This design was 

intended to instantiate the independent variables of the 

study and the authors hypothesized that it would have 

a strong positive impact on energy conservation. 
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Note: Images used with permission of the authors (Ableitner et al., 2017; Tiefenbeck, 2017; Tiefenbeck, Goette, et al., 2016). 

Figure 3. Different Shower Monitoring and Feedback Designs Corresponding to Different Experimental Conditions. 

The four designs were evaluated in a six-month 

randomized controlled field experiment at a hotel in 

Germany. Forty hotel rooms were equipped with smart 

shower meters that collected data on shower usage by 

guests (water volume, temperature, and flow rate of each 

shower). Water use and temperature were combined to 

obtain the measure for the dependent variable of energy 

consumption. Guests were informed about the study 

when they checked in to the hotel and were asked to fill 

out a short survey on their experience with the shower 

meter at checkout. 

The results surprised the researchers. As predicted, the 

first two treatment conditions resulted in statistically 

significant reductions in energy usage relative to the 

control group; however, the instantiation expected to 

have the strongest conservation effect yielded results 

opposite to that hypothesized, such that “enabling the 

polar bear seems to increase energy consumption by 

6.8%” (Ableitner et al., 2017, p. 9). 

The authors offer several potential explanations for this 

effect, including curiosity, puzzlement, or even 

resistance to such explicit pressure to conserve the 

environment. The researchers conclude that seemingly 

“small” and mundane design choices might have 

dramatic consequences, especially when implemented 

in the real world (Ableitner et al., 2017) and caution that 

neglecting such factors may result in design features 

being treated “superficially, without paying attention to 

the complexity of the issues at hand, and without a deep 

understanding of the mechanisms and 

interdependencies at work. What may seem like a 

harmless tweak to the user interface may have dramatic 

consequences on public acceptance or cost-benefit 

ratio” (Tiefenbeck, 2017, p. 2). 

In Case 2, many local decisions were made that could 

not be derived from the reference theories, which stated 

nothing about water, energy, showers, temperature, 

liters, showering, European Energy classification codes, 

climate change, ice floes, melting ice, or polar bears. Yet 

the researchers had to make such decisions to implement 

the theory of the impact of feedback on behavior in the 

real world. It is remarkable that what the authors 

hypothesized would be the strongest way to implement 

the design ended up producing the opposite effect. It is 

quite reasonable to posit that a practitioner might make 

a similar choice, only to eventually discover that the 

investment made (e.g., production, marketing, sales) 

was actually counterproductive. Case 2 provides a vivid 

account of the potential real-world consequences of 

DTI. Furthermore, it is notable that it was a field 

experiment implementing a theory in a real-world 

setting that uncovered the possibility that some 

instantiations may produce contrary-to-expected effects. 

We mention these issues for the analysis of DTI below. 

4 Understanding the Nature of 

Design Theory Indeterminacy 

As these two cases show, design theory indeterminacy 

arises when practitioners seek to implement design 

theories. Indeed, ambiguity may arise at multiple 

points when practitioners attempt to implement an IT 

artifact using a design theory to solve a real-world 

problem. DTI is thus not only an issue of IT artifact 

development, but also one of deployment. Therefore, 

we propose that DTI is composed of dimensions of 

indeterminacy present during development and 

deployment of the IT artifact. 
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4.1 DTI During IT Artifact Development 

4.1.1 Dimension 1.1 (Focal Features): From 

Design Principles to Focal Features 

Cases 1 and 2 illustrate that major uncertainty might 

arise when a practitioner applies a design theory by 

implementing its design principles (see Section 2). 

These principles provide guidance on the form and 

function of the IT artifact to be created (Gregor & 

Jones, 2007; Walls et al., 1992). Thus, the design of the 

IT artifact involves interpreting and converting design 

principles of the theory into artifact features. For 

example, the principle of collecting information “in 

terms of attributes” (in Case 1) could be manifested by 

an IT artifact feature of an autocomplete textbox 

implemented using HTML tags, XML, JavaScript and 

appropriate data structures, and SQL queries (e.g., 

using an MS SQL Server database management 

system) to support real-time term retrieval for the 

autocomplete textbox. We term the features designed 

specifically to instantiate design principles of a design 

theory focal features.  

In this context, DTI is caused by multiple factors. First, 

vague, abstract, and non-design-specific language of a 

theory (see also Chandra Kruse et al., 2016) hampers 

the ability of practitioners to understand what focal 

features to develop. For example, it may not be clear to 

a practitioner what “instances” are 3  and how they 

should be represented in terms of focal features.  

Cases 1 and 2 show that instantiating abstract design 

principles requires making implementation decisions 

that cannot be determined from the principles alone. 

Additional knowledge must be brought to bear by a 

practitioner to complete the project. In the Appendix, 

we provide a detailed analysis to show that in real-

world development following a design theory, the 

design of focal features involves a series of 

transformations of the design principles, in which each 

iteration necessitates using additional knowledge 

(from outside of the design theory).  

The mapping between design principles and focal 

features is not 1:1, as there might be many ways to 

instantiate a principle (e.g., collecting information “in 

terms of attributes” in Case 1), each leading to different 

outcomes—a concept known as multifinality 

(Kruglanski et al., 2013; Prat et al., 2015). 

As there might be many ways of manifesting an 

abstract principle and no specific guidance on how to 

select the best design choices, the question arises 

whether and to what extent outcomes are contingent on 

specific focal features. In some cases, the eventual 

design might produce the predicted outcome, but in 

others, it might not. Table 2 uses Case 2 to illustrate 

that converting the same design principle into focal 

features in multiple ways—all assumed to be 

consistent with the principle—resulted in different 

outcomes 

Another issue experienced by practitioners when 

instantiating an artifact is uncertainty about how to 

combine the multiple principles in a design theory 

(e.g., all examples given in Table 1, Section 2). As 

Case 1 shows, different design principles call for 

changes to similar or related focal features of the 

artifact (i.e., data collection interface, data structures, 

form elements, and controls). However, the design 

theory itself does not consider how these resulting 

focal features are related. This creates uncertainty 

about how to integrate the normative guidance from 

the theory that affects similar and related features.  

Design principles may be orthogonal—meaning that 

the focal features derived from one principle do not 

interact with any focal features derived from another. 

Alternatively, design principles might be oblique—in 

this case, design features derived from one design 

principle might interact with design features derived 

from another one. Therefore, instantiating multiple 

principles, each of which may be operationalized in 

several ways via different focal features, might involve 

high levels of complexity, and instantiation of one 

principle could interfere with another. Such 

interactions may either strengthen or weaken effects on 

outcomes of interest.  

 

Table 2. Multiple Focal Features and Outcomes in Case 2 Based on the Same Design Principle 

Design Principle Focal features* Outcome 

(lower energy consumption) 

Direct feedback on energy consumption  1. Litres 

2. Litres + Energy Efficiency Class 

3. Litres + EEC + Melting ice and 

polar bear 

 

1. Supported 

2. Supported 

3. Not supported 

Note: * The control group from Case 2 is not shown, as it did not provide feedback on energy consumption. 

 
3 Indeed, this question is unsettled even among researchers 

(Eriksson, Johannesson, & Bergholtz, 2019; Lukyanenko, 

Parsons, & Samuel, 2019). 
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For example, in Case 1, the two principles stipulating 

that instances should be described using (1) attributes 

and (2) classes are likely to be oblique; that is, a 

decision to collect classes using traditional HTML tags 

(e.g., a drop-down list, as done frequently) might bias 

the decision to also collect attributes (another design 

principle) using traditional HTML tags (e.g., 

checkboxes), which could limit the variety of attributes 

users provide. Indeed, focusing on one principle at a 

time(e.g., attributes) might alert the practitioner to an 

assumption of the design theory of relaxing data 

collection. This could suggest more radical modes of 

data collection (e.g., via voice commands) capable of 

supporting greater variability in the attributes reported.  

Thus, a challenge is providing effective support and 

guidance for practitioners to instantiate design 

principles into appropriate focal features such that the 

predicted outcomes occur. Accordingly, we propose 

Dimension 1.1 (focal features) of DTI as 

indeterminacy when designing focal features based on 

design principles of the design theory. 

4.1.2 Dimension 1.2 (Auxiliary Features) 

The next observation extracted from the cases is that 

the IT artifact contains features that do not relate to any 

design principles or other components of the design 

theory. The need to make IT artifacts work requires the 

practitioner to develop features that relate to 

requirements other than the design principles or other 

components of the design theory. We term these 

auxiliary features. These features are commonly 

needed to ensure good design (Baskerville, Kaul, & 

Storey, 2018), provide generally expected 

functionality or physical infrastructure, or comply with 

legal, cultural, or ethical norms (assuming these are 

beyond the scope of a given theory). 

In Case 1, such features include the images of animals 

and plants shared, the registration system, and pages 

such as the Contact Us, About Us, legal disclaimer, and 

project description pages. Because these features are 

not part of the design theory, they may interact with the 

focal features in ways that cannot be predicted by the 

theory. For example, potential contributors might be 

dissuaded from engaging with the project in Case 1 

simply because they do not trust the researchers listed 

as project leaders on the About Us page (the page being 

a bundle of auxiliary features). In Case 2, auxiliary 

features include the fonts, colors, screen resolution, 

and material used in the shower display.  

It is possible that, even when all focal features are 

properly instantiated, the presence of auxiliary features 

mitigates or even reverses the “desired” effects 

stipulated by the design theory. Lukyanenko et al. 

(2015, 2014) view this as a threat to instantiation 

validity; that is, ensuring that an artifact designed to 

instantiate a theory (e.g., for the purpose of behavioral 

theory testing or development of an IT artifact based 

on a design theory) not only faithfully operationalizes 

the focal theory but is also free of confounds resulting 

from the presence of additional features necessary to 

make the artifact work. Accordingly, we propose 

Dimension 1.2 (auxiliary features) of DTI as 

indeterminacy when designing auxiliary features to 

ensure the attainment of the target outcome. 

4.1.3 Dimension 1.3 (Emergent Features) 

As discussed before, an IT artifact is a complex and 

open system. This implies that it may not be reducible 

to the sum of its focal and auxiliary features. Instead, 

it may have emergent features—elements of form and 

behavior that emerge from the complex interaction 

between its focal and auxiliary features (Prat, Comyn-

Wattiau, & Akoka, 2014). Following Prat et al. (2014), 

we argue that DSR research should consider both 

individual IT features and the IT artifact as a whole.  

For example, presentation complexity and information 

overload are emergent features of the way information 

is presented to a user. Unless emergent features are part 

of the design theory, they may lead to unpredicted (by 

the theory) outcomes. For example, the presence of 

many unique attributes in the display of sightings in 

Case 1 (i.e., after sightings are posted by users and 

become visible to the entire user community) might 

create an emergent feature of “information overload” 

—a feature that does not have a corresponding design 

principle in the respective design theory and which 

might negatively affect the expected outcomes. In Case 

2, it is possible that it was not the polar bear per se, but 

rather the multiplicity of all the focal features used (i.e., 

display of the liters of water used, conservation rating, 

the polar bear drowning) that created an emergent 

feature of “pressure to conserve” that some people 

resisted.  

The complexity of IT artifacts manifested through the 

interaction of different features needed for a real-world 

software to work means that emergent features are 

likely to be the norm rather than an exception in most 

real-world development projects. Consequently, we 

propose Dimension 1.3 (emergent features) of DTI as 

indeterminacy in ensuring any emergent features of the 

artifact accord with the design theory and do not 

prevent the attainment of the target outcome(s). 

4.2 DTI During Artifact Deployment 

Once an artifact is developed, a practitioner faces other 

DTI-related challenges in deploying it in a manner that 

attains the desired outcomes. This involves ensuring 

proper execution of causal mechanisms and measuring 

the change in the environment corresponding to the 

dependent variable of the design theory to test the 

hypotheses of the theory.  
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4.2.1 Dimension 2.1 (Causality): From 

Artifact to Outcome  

A key challenge related to causality lies in the open 

nature of IT systems in DSR (Chaturvedi et al., 2011; 

Prat et al., 2015). It is unrealistic to deduce universal, 

law-like, context-free causes in DSR; rather, causes are 

a constellation of temporally and contextually bound 

probabilities (Gregor & Hovorka, 2011). When 

practitioners decide to implement a design theory, they 

are likely doing so in a different context from the one 

envisioned or experienced by the researcher (Lee, 

1989). This instantiation in a new environment might 

alter the causal chains in unpredictable ways. As 

Germonprez et al. (2011) note, “people reflect and act 

with systems in unexpected ways to support local 

practices and address situated needs and issues, 

thereby challenging designers’ preexisting 

expectations” (p. 665). 

In addition, design theories typically do not specify the 

full causal chains linking the artifact to the outcomes. 

They routinely omit potentially pertinent moderator 

and mediator constructs and their interrelationships 

(e.g., when a mediator is moderated by another 

variable, see Tams, Legoux, & Leger, 2018). A 

moderating construct is a construct that influences the 

direction or magnitude of the relationship between the 

antecedent and outcome constructs. For example, in 

Case 1, domain expertise (the moderator) may 

suppress the impact of flexible design on information 

quality (i.e., domain experts, unlike novices, may be 

able to navigate more restrictive interfaces predicated 

on more specific categories and record information 

with greater accuracy). Likewise, a citizen science 

system such as that developed in Case 1 might not 

result in greater user participation if practitioners 

develop it only for a particular type of domain, such as 

birds, since this domain has a very popular incumbent 

platform (eBird.org), making it difficult for any new 

type of birding app to succeed (another example is 

Google’s failure to penetrate the social networking 

market with Google+ due, in part, to the existence of 

highly successful incumbents4). This is a DTI case of 

an unspecified moderating factor (i.e., presence of 

incumbent alternatives) that might be relevant for 

some projects. Thus, its omission from the design 

theory might jeopardize such projects. 

A mediating construct, on the other hand, is one that is 

assumed to be located between the antecedent and 

outcome constructs. In Case 2, many mediators stand 

between the artifact and the outcome: the display itself 

(the artifact) does not directly cause reduced energy 

consumption. The display has to be attended and 

perceived by a person (which involves attention and 

perceptive mechanisms of humans) and then evaluated 

(i.e., the information on the display needs to be 

understood and related to the states of reality desired 

by the person taking the shower). This might result in 

a (potentially delayed) intention and, finally, an action 

to reduce water use. Various psychological 

mechanisms could interact with this long and complex 

causal chain, which might at least partially explain the 

polar bear effect. Yet a design theory typically does not 

specify every single process involved in shaping the 

outcome triggered by the artifact. 

In sum, to increase the likelihood of a desired outcome 

following the instantiation of a design theory in an 

artifact, the causal chains connecting the artifact to the 

outcomes in the deployment setting need to be well-

understood and managed. Lack of guidance on how to 

do this creates ambiguity and uncertainty in practice. 

Accordingly, we propose Dimension 2.1 (causality) of 

DTI as indeterminacy when deploying the artifact in 

the specific real-world context to ensure that the target 

outcomes are attained. 

4.2.2 Dimension 2.2 (Measurement): From 

Outcomes to Conclusions 

Design science research projects are triggered by a 

real-world problem or a concrete need (Hevner & 

Chatterjee, 2010; Hevner et al., 2004; vom Brocke et 

al., 2020). At the end of the project, the key question 

therefore is: has the intervention (using the IT artifact) 

succeeded in resolving the original problem? Even if 

all the proper steps are taken during the development 

of the artifact, a negative response may be caused by 

an error in measurements. A typical design theory does 

not concern itself with the problem of measurement 

(consider the components of a design theory in Section 

2).  

Consequently, especially if the design theory contains 

new theoretical constructs, practitioners may have very 

little guidance about how to measure outcomes in a 

specific situation. In most cases, a design theory is 

instantiated by the researcher only once and typically 

in a laboratory setting (Prat et al., 2015). Moreover, 

DSR lacks the practice of sharing measurement 

instruments and making them publicly available for 

practitioners. As a result, a practitioner might reach 

incorrect conclusions following the deployment of the 

artifact design based on the design theory. 

Accordingly, we define Dimension 2.2 (measurement) 

of DTI as indeterminacy in ensuring that the outcomes 

attained are properly measured and valid conclusions 

are reached. 

 
4 https://edgy.app/why-did-google-plus-fail-a-google-autopsy 
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Table 3. Dimensions of Design Theory Indeterminacy 

Stage DTI dimension Definition 

Artifact 

development 

1.1 Focal features 
Indeterminacy when designing focal features based on design principles of the 

design theory. 

1.2 Auxiliary features 
Indeterminacy when designing auxiliary features to ensure the target outcomes 

are attained. 

1.3 Emergent features  
Indeterminacy in ensuring any emergent features of the artifact accord with the 

design theory and ensure the target outcomes are attained. 

Artifact 

deployment 

2.1 Causality 
Indeterminacy when deploying the artifact in the specific real-world context to 

ensure that the target outcomes are attained. 

2.2 Measurement 
Indeterminacy in ensuring that the outcomes attained are properly measured and 

valid conclusions are reached. 

4.3 Discussion 

DTI is a multidimensional problem. These dimensions 

(summarized in Table 3) show that we do not 

conceptualize DTI as merely a challenge of translating 

design principles. Rather, it involves uncertainties 

related to additional features of the artifact, the 

interaction of features in an artifact, specification of 

causality, and measurement. 

Furthermore, focal features are perhaps the only 

elements of deployment and design in direct purview 

of design theories through the component of design 

theories commonly known as design principles. Many 

other design and deployment choices faced by 

practitioners (e.g., auxiliary features) are not directly 

shaped by the components of design theories, and 

additional knowledge is necessary to develop an 

artifact. Consequently, the analysis of DTI suggests a 

reconceptualization of design theories from forms of 

knowledge that prescribe design and action (i.e., the 

concept of technological rationality, when scientific 

knowledge is transferred to practice in a direct and 

straightforward way—see Bunge, 1967) to, at least in 

some cases, forms of knowledge that inspire, support, 

or assist practitioners in design and action by providing 

important albeit incomplete guidance (as discussed in 

the Appendix).  

5 Tackling the Problem of Design 

Theory Indeterminacy  

What can researchers do to better support practitioners 

in utilizing the knowledge produced by the DSR 

community? We propose specific areas for future 

research according to the DTI dimensions described in 

Section 4. We begin by proposing three general 

directions, applicable at all stages of development and 

deployment, and then focus on each stage. 

5.1 General Research Directions 

Three research directions—involving clarity of design 

principles, transparency of DSR, and disciplined 

imagination by researchers—are applicable to both 

development and deployment stages and are capable of 

lessening DTI across all dimensions.  

5.1.1 Clarity and Consistency of Design 

Theory Components  

Researchers need to ensure that the components of a 

design theory, such as design principles or constructs, 

are formulated in clear, unambiguous, accessible 

language and are free of inconsistencies and 

contradictions. The potential for misunderstanding by 

practitioners is quite real. As design theory is produced 

in the context of research, its language may contain 

theoretical notions and specialized vocabulary or 

jargon, which may be understood by scientists but not 

by practitioners. As Hovorka (2019, p. 1358) warns: 

“When academics speak only to each other and then 

only in abstract formalisms and esoteric jargon, it is 

little wonder that companies, policymakers, and 

individuals are unable to see the relevance of academic 

research.” Naturally, abstract formalisms and esoteric 

jargon make it challenging to apply research, even 

when it is perceived by practitioners to be relevant to 

the problem at hand.  

Chandra Kruse and colleagues (Chandra Kruse & 

Seidel, 2017; Chandra Kruse et al., 2016; Chandra, 

Seidel, & Gregor, 2015) studied this problem in the 

context of design principle reuse and demonstrated the 

challenge arising when implementing design 

principles into (in our terminology, focal) features. 

Consistent with our claims, they found that other 

researchers and practitioners might struggle to 

understand and therefore instantiate design principles 

in an artifact. They argued that principles should be 

communicated clearly and explicitly. Consistent with 

this argument, we call for research on ways to improve 

the clarity of design principles, but also extend this call 

to other theory components. For example, in Case 1 
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such theoretical constructs as “instance,” “attribute,” 

and “class” used in the design theory should be clearly 

explained in an accessible language, as these are 

specialized terms derived from philosophy that might 

not be part of the typical work of the developers. In 

Case 2, more details could be provided on the 

dependent variable (energy consumption), especially 

in terms of whether the outcome is time contingent.  

Obtaining the results predicted by a design theory is 

unlikely if the practitioner misunderstands any or all its 

components and therefore implements the wrong 

artifact or deploys it in a manner incongruent with the 

theory. The clarifications and explanations can be 

provided in an appendix or in supplementary materials 

if a researcher wishes to retain the original 

scientifically focused style. Broadly, we propose:  

Research Direction 1.1: Determine how to better 

formulate components of the design theory (e.g., 

design principles, constructs) to increase their clarity 

and accessibility for practitioners. 

5.1.2 Transparency and Artifact Sharing 

Software design is a complex process, involving many 

design decisions beyond development of focal 

features. Much design knowledge is tacit and, 

therefore, difficult to communicate explicitly (Gregor, 

Müller, & Seidel, 2013; Schön, 1983). As a result, in 

addition to design theories, DSR recognizes other 

forms of knowledge contribution, such as models, 

methods, instantiations, and meta-artifacts (see 

Drechsler & Hevner, 2018). Notably, Gregor and Jones 

(2007) view an expository instantiation as a 

component of design theory. Consistent with that 

perspective, we argue for greater transparency in 

design theorizing, including the use of different forms 

of knowledge, and we encourage not only the 

development of artifacts for exposition and evaluation 

but proactive artifact sharing.  

Design science researchers have broadly embraced the 

concept of process transparency, especially during 

artifact evaluation (Gleasure, Feller, & O’Flaherty, 

2012; Prat et al., 2015; vom Brocke et al., 2020). This 

idea can also be applied to mitigating DTI. The 

reporting paper should include a detailed description of 

the IS artifact, carefully showing how the features 

based on the design theory were developed. To the 

extent possible, the artifact should be shared with the 

research and practitioner community. Providing the 

actual functioning artifact or its components 

communicates design knowledge beyond what can be 

explicated in a traditional research paper. This 

facilitates the application of design theories by 

practitioners. 

Authors should also avail themselves of different 

presentation modes made available by the publisher. 

We also encourage journals and conferences to explore 

novel formats for publishing DSR, such as allowing 

the artifact to be shared or demonstrated (as is 

frequently done in DSR-oriented conferences). Third-

party platforms, such as GitHub.com, provide free 

space and sophisticated tools for artifact sharing and 

reuse (Negoita et al., 2019).  

In addition to sharing the artifact, researchers should 

describe and, if possible, archive the implementation 

environment used when performing the study. 

Researchers should also provide details on the 

development process, such as the development team, 

notable milestones in the development, and challenges 

faced when instantiating a design theory. Practitioners 

would benefit from more detailed description by 

researchers of the setting in which an instantiation of a 

proposed design theory occurred.  

Artifacts could also be systematically curated into 

libraries. This could include detailed documentation on 

how features of the artifacts were developed based on 

respective design theories, complete with the results of 

any evaluation of the artifacts. Artifact curation is an 

accepted practice in reference disciplines. For 

example, The International Affective Picture System 

(IAPS) is a database of standardized pictures that has 

been widely used in psychology, computer science, 

and software engineering research (Lan et al., 2014; 

Lang & Bradley, 2007). Snodgrass and Vanderwart 

(1980) developed a widely used battery of 260 pictures 

(black-and-white line drawings) standardized on key 

variables of relevance to experimentation in visual 

perception, language, and memory, stating the 

following as motivation (p. 174): 

Because there are so many different ways to 

draw even the simplest object, each 

investigator has been forced to develop his 

or her own set of pictures that must 

necessarily be highly idiosyncratic. We 

cannot assume that the results of studies 

employing such different representations of 

the same concepts are comparable. In 

addition, the degree to which each picture 

possesses characteristics that affect the 

process under investigation is unknown. 

Consistent with Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980), 

artifact sharing can lessen DTI arising from focal, 

auxiliary, and emergent features. 

Practitioner-oriented artifact libraries are widespread, 

including such examples as GitHub.com (library of 

programming code and other software components), 

RegExLib.com (library of regular expressions), and 

WordPress.com (library of website templates). The 

prolific use of APIs—application programming 

interfaces, such as GoogleMaps or JQuery—is another 

example of artifact sharing widely used in IT practice 

(Jacobson, Brail, & Woods, 2011). Despite the 

commonsense nature of these ideas, DSR and the IS 
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discipline broadly does not have established practices 

for sharing and curating artifacts or meticulously 

describing implementation settings. We thus suggest: 

Research Direction 1.2: Develop best practices and 

supporting infrastructure for increasing artifact sharing 

and process transparency in research. 

5.1.3 Disciplined Imagination and 

Deliberate Diversity  

Another way to lessen DTI across all dimensions is to 

explore the use of disciplined imagination and 

deliberate diversity. While scientists typically develop 

a single artifact for evaluation and exposition and 

typically do so in laboratory settings (Prat et al., 2015), 

this should not preclude them from envisioning other 

possibilities. We encourage researchers to engage in 

thinking that, to the extent possible, simulates a broad 

range of authentic development possibilities. The 

concept of disciplined imagination was proposed by 

Weick (1989, 1995) as a method of increasing the 

“usefulness” (i.e., relevance) of scientific theories. 

According to Weick (1989), disciplined imagination 

should be central to any theorizing and involves 

“consistent application of selection criteria to trial-and-

error thinking” (i.e., the disciplined part) and 

“deliberate diversity introduced into problem 

statements, thought trials, and selection criteria that 

comprise that thinking” (i.e., the imagination part; p. 

516, emphasis added). 

The notion of deliberate diversity holds promise for 

dealing with less understood dimensions of DTI, 

namely auxiliary and emergent features, as well as the 

dimensions of causality and measurement. Through 

deliberative diversity, researchers can anticipate the 

types of challenges faced by practitioners. We suggest 

that researchers consider a variety of ways in which a 

design theory can be instantiated and deployed by 

practitioners. Which are the realistic scenarios where a 

design theory will be useful? What kind of constraints 

or challenges could practitioners face in such 

scenarios? What kind of features would they like to 

implement in addition to those needed to instantiate 

design principles within the design theory? What 

specific deployment challenges may arise? What types 

of internal interferences could occur? How can the 

outcomes be measured most effectively?  

Consequently, we suggest: 

Research Direction 1.3: Investigate ways of using 

disciplined imagination and deliberate diversity to 

lessen DTI across all its dimensions. 

5.2 DTI During Artifact Development 

A major DTI challenge facing practitioners is how to 

implement each design principle into focal features; 

that is, the concrete elements of an IT artifact (e.g., 

code, interface, supporting infrastructure). The 

problem of moving from principles to features has 

received some attention within the DSR community as 

well as in related disciplines; these form the basis for 

the research directions proposed below.  

5.2.1 Narrowing of Design Theories 

A core challenge of moving from principles to focal 

features is establishing how a particular feature is 

developed or chosen from abstract prescriptive 

statements. Even outside the scope of DTI, DSR faces 

challenges in tracing the link from (abstract) justificatory 

knowledge from kernel theories to meta-requirements for 

an artifact or design principles for a design theory 

(Goldkuhl, 2004; Walls et al., 2004). In this context, 

scholars have argued for the need to develop intermediate, 

more narrowly scoped forms of justificatory knowledge 

(Arazy et al., 2010; Kuechler & Vaishnavi, 2012).  

In a similar vein, Chandra Kruse et al. (2016) reflected on 

the difficulties of reusing design principles, posing the 

following question: “‘What exactly is enough’ 

specification within a design principle?” (p. 48). As many 

design theories are midrange (Kuechler & Vaishnavi, 

2008, 2012; Moody, Iacob, & Amrit, 2010; Weber, 2012) 

or moderately abstract, an open question is whether to 

consider narrowing their scope. This means researchers 

can mitigate DTI by formulating design theories 

expressed in a more design-like language, rather than a 

theoretical and abstract one. For example, instead of 

arguing that, to “to increase recommender system 

adoption, use anthropomorphic design,” a theory might 

state, “to increase recommender system adoption, design 

avatars based on 3D digitalization of real people complete 

with human voiceover and gesticulation-derived 

rehearsed movements of real people.” Greater specificity 

and the use of more actionable design-oriented language 

might help practitioners narrow the design search.  

Narrowing the scope of design theories, however, could 

interfere with other objectives typically pursued by 

researchers, such as the search for generality and 

parsimony and the use of theoretical language more 

familiar to researchers. The more narrow and design-

specific a theory, the more difficult it is to integrate it with 

other scientific knowledge expressed in general terms or 

to argue for its generalizability to a broader class of 

problems (Baskerville et al., 2018; Li, Larsen, & Abbasi, 

2016; Venable, 2013). Thus, we propose: 

Research Direction 2.1: Determine how to better 

support translation from design principles or propositions 

to focal features while balancing the needs of practitioners 

and the scientific community. 

5.2.2 Transformation Rules 

A fruitful avenue for supporting the conversion 

between design propositions and focal features is the 

specification of transformation rules—principles for 

consistent and appropriate conversions. In linguistics, 

Chomsky (1995) proposed using transformation rules 
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to convert deep structure (meaning) into surface 

structures (form), such that the core meaning is 

preserved but the forms are altered to better suit the 

situation (e.g., adding passive voice or an inflection). 

The need for these kinds of transformation rules has 

also been considered in the philosophy of technology. 

For example, Feibleman (1972) proposed espousing 

special theories that convert theoretical abstractions 

into technological rules, arguing that intermediate 

steps are “necessary for getting from theory to 

practice” (p. 36).  

Notably, transformation rules are already used in DSR. 

For example, in the domain of systems analysis and 

design, researchers have proposed transformations 

from conceptual modeling grammars to logical data 

models (Teorey, Yang, & Fry, 1986), rules for reverse 

engineering from logical to conceptual models 

(Chiang, Barron, & Storey, 1994), and heuristics for 

translating the proposed abstract design principles into 

more actionable procedures (Castellanos et al., 2020). 

Transformation rules can be incorporated in design 

science theorizing to show how or under what 

principles concrete physical objects (e.g., HTML tags, 

CSS styles, or server-side scripts) are derived from 

abstract propositions and can become integral elements 

of “principles of implementation” (Gregor & Jones, 

2007) of design theories. Accordingly, we propose: 

Research Direction 2.2: Determine how to use 

transformation rules to supplement design theory, 

including how they should be derived from a design 

theory and how they should be presented in a form 

accessible to practitioners.  

5.2.3 Managing Design Principle 

Obliqueness 

An overlooked issue in design science research is the 

potential for conflicts between design principles. 

Earlier, we defined two types of design principles: 

orthogonal and oblique. More research is needed on 

detecting and mitigating the effects of oblique design 

principles, where the implementation of one principle 

affects the implementation of another. For example, 

the first design principle might set a certain frame of 

reference or frame of mind for the practitioner. As 

Baskerville et al. (2019) argue, design theories 

constrain solution spaces. Thus, starting with a given 

design principle within design theories might set a 

designer on a course that affects the subsequent 

implementation choices for other design principles.  

Guidance for improving the understanding and 

management of design principle obliqueness can be 

drawn from psychology, where priming, anchoring, 

and other biases are studied. First, design science 

researchers need to increase their awareness of these 

issues. For example, priming is an influence of some 

stimuli (i.e., a design principle and its process of 

instantiation) on subsequent behavior (i.e., 

instantiation of another principle by the practitioner). 

Priming can occur unconsciously (Goldwater et al., 

2011; Tulving, Schacter, & Stark, 1982), so 

practitioners might not realize that their actions 

pertaining to one principle are influenced by prior 

exposure to another principle. Anchoring and 

adjustment research in psychology shows that 

exposure to an initial condition (an anchor) affects 

subsequent decisions (Tversky et al., 1990).  

Extrapolating this to the DSR domain, the 

implementation of one design principle might 

constitute an anchor, resulting in subsequent design 

principles being interpreted and implemented in the 

same manner (e.g., if a neural network learning 

algorithm is chosen to implement the first design 

principle, a practitioner might decide to use it for the 

second principle, even though another algorithm might 

be more appropriate for the second principle). Indeed, 

such effects have been documented in IS design 

work—for example, in the context of database analysts 

reusing SQL queries (Allen & Parsons, 2010). We 

encourage design science researchers to consider this 

issue and caution practitioners in situations in which 

design principle obliqueness could lead to negative 

consequences. We therefore suggest the following 

broad research direction: 

Research Direction 2.3: Determine how to detect and 

anticipate design principle conflicts and how to 

support practitioners in dealing with this issue.  

5.3 DTI During Deployment: From 

Artifact to Outcomes 

Once an artifact is developed from a design theory, 

practitioners deploy it and then observe and measure 

outcomes. A key challenge at this stage is the lack of 

complete guidance from the design theory on the 

nature of causal chains that link the artifact and 

outcomes and on how to detect and measure the 

outcomes.  

5.3.1  Specification of Causality  

To ensure the desired outcomes are achieved, both 

researchers and practitioners need to be aware of the 

mechanisms that connect the artifact to outcomes in the 

environment. Failure to realize the desired outcomes 

might be due to the absence of, or interference with, 

these causal mechanisms. 

The explanation of cause and effect is a component of 

design theories, yet little research has been done on 

developing ways to better explain causality to 

practitioners. This is partly because causality has been 

a neglected component of theorizing in DSR (Gregor 

& Hovorka, 2011). Gregor and Hovorka aptly labeled 

it “an elephant in the room” and called for more 

research on the nature of causality in design science.  
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Some DSR researchers offer guidance on dealing with 

causality, including the notions of affordances and 

recognizable patterns (Germonprez et al., 2011; 

Gregor & Hovorka, 2011). Broadly, these approaches 

deal with the analysis of user actions that are enabled 

or constrained as a result of the presence or absence of 

design features. To illustrate, consider affordances—

perceived design features of IT artifacts that match 

human abilities and thus support action (Leonardi, 

2011; Norman, 1999; Vaast et al., 2017). The analysis 

of affordances that should be present if design 

principles are appropriately realized as features 

suggests a range of action possibilities stemming from 

design features and human abilities that can enable 

certain types of interactions.  

The concept of secondary design—when IT artifacts 

are only partially developed by the organization and 

intentionally leave some components open for 

development by the users—also grapples with the 

issue of ensuring that the final product acts as expected 

(Germonprez et al., 2011). Among the solutions 

proposed is the use of recognizable conventions, or 

familiar use patterns, from existing technologies, 

which do not require specialized knowledge and thus 

interact in predictable ways. Indeed, there is some prior 

research on recognizable conventions that would be 

useful for design science researchers (e.g., Moody, 

2009; Norman, 2002). 

Persuasive design, digital nudging, choice architecture, 

and behavioral design are overlapping areas that 

investigate how to influence human behavior through 

design features (Johnson et al., 2012; Lockton, 

Harrison, & Stanton, 2010; Weinmann, Schneider, & 

vom Brocke, 2016). We call for more research in these 

areas and encourage design science research to 

develop best practices (including ethical practices, see 

Sunstein, 2016) for taking advantage of action 

enabling and constraining features to better understand 

the causal mechanisms connecting design theories to 

outcomes. Thus, we propose: 

Research Direction 3.1: Determine how to better 

specify causal mechanisms of a design theory to help 

reduce DTI.  

5.3.2 Specification of Measurement 

Typically, design theories do not specify how 

practitioners measure or detect change in a way 

consistent with the theory. Practitioners may convert 

design propositions into IT artifact features 

appropriately but nevertheless fail to achieve the 

desired outcome because of faulty measurement. 

Measurements are commonly subject to error, which 

can be systematic (due to flawed design or execution, 

such as observer bias) or random (due to natural 

variation in the thing being measured or the 

instrument) (Bunge, 1996; Kerlinger & Lee, 2000). To 

ensure effective measurement of outcomes from the 

implementation of a design theory, practitioners need 

to be aware of and capable of mitigating both types of 

errors.  

Ensuring proper measurement can be onerous. While 

we encourage practitioners to become more familiar 

with measurement methods, there is room to better 

support practice in this area. First, design scientists 

should ensure that they provide detailed and 

comprehensive information about how they performed 

their own measurements when they instantiated the 

artifact based on the design theory, which would also 

include the sharing of measurement instruments. This 

would help practitioners facing nearly identical 

scenarios in instantiating a design theory who would 

therefore be interested in reusing the measurement 

protocols and measurement instrument (if one is 

available). In other words, we reiterate earlier calls for 

greater procedural transparency in DSR and emphasize 

the importance of sharing the elements of DSR 

projects—in this case, instruments for measuring the 

outcomes. 

Second, as practitioners might use a design theory in a 

context different from that of the original research 

study (e.g., applying the principles from Case 2 in 

residential homes rather than hotel rooms), researchers 

should consider several (rather than one, as commonly 

done) ways of measuring the outcomes. In Case 2, if 

the application context is residential homes, then the 

outcomes will likely differ from that of hotel rooms. 

Unlike hotels, where people stay for a short period, 

residential homes use energy continuously and 

typically report usage in fixed intervals. As this is a 

likely scenario for the application of the design theory 

in Case 2, researchers could consider this scenario 

(using disciplined imagination) and suggest 

appropriate measurement approaches. 

In general, we encourage researchers to specify the 

outcomes of a design theory more precisely. In 

particular, we view the under-specification of the 

temporal bounds of the outcomes as a common issue 

afflicting DSR. For example, in Case 1, it is unclear 

whether the effect caused by the introduction of the 

new principles will wane over time. However, this 

could be reasonably posited, given that typing 

attributes is more time-consuming than selecting from 

predefined choices. Unless there is an incentive for 

users to continue providing attributes, they might 

provide fewer and fewer attributes over time, which 

could even result in the reversal of the predicted 

outcome of greater user participation.  

Case 2 offers an even stronger hint that underspecified 

temporality may influence the interpretations of the 

outcome. If surprise and novelty were confounded in 

the “polar bear” condition, we can conjecture that these 

attenuating effects would dissipate over time (as 

surprise and novelty dissipate). 
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Thus, if energy consumption were to be measured over 

longer periods (which was understandably difficult to 

do in Case 2, due to guest churn at hotels), that 

condition might have outperformed all others. Indeed, 

this is exactly what a more recent study by Tiefenbeck 

et al. (2018) found. When administrated to Swiss 

households in a longer-term usage context, the “polar 

bear” condition resulted in significant energy 

conservation compared with the control group. 

Considering these issues, we suggest this broad 

direction for future studies: 

Research Direction 3.2: Determine how to better 

specify measurement methods and encourage sharing 

of measurement instruments to help reduce DTI.  

Table 4 summarizes the research directions and shows 

which dimensions of DTI they seek to address. 

Table 4. Research Directions and the Target Dimensions Of DTI 

Research Direction Dimension(s) of DTI targeted 

1.1 Clarity, consistency, unambiguity of design components 

1.2 Transparency of DSR process and artifact sharing 

1.3 Disciplined imagination and deliberate diversity 

All DTI dimensions 

2.1 Narrowing of design theories 

Dimension 1.1 (Focal features) 2.2 Transformation rules  

2.3 Managing design principle obliqueness 

3.1 Specification of causality Dimension 2.1 (Causality) 

3.2 Specification of measurement Dimension 2.2 (Measurement) 

6 Conclusions 

Concerns about the extent to which IS research is 

supporting practice continue to be raised (Hirschheim, 

2019; Hovorka et al., 2019). One way to increase the 

relevance of IS research is by codifying design 

knowledge into design theories. Compared to theories 

of explanation and prediction (Gregor, 2006), design 

theories offer greater guidance for practice in creating 

IT artifacts to achieve particular goals (Gregor & 

Jones, 2007; Venable, 2013). Through the lens of 

design theory indeterminacy, we seek to stimulate new 

thinking about how our discipline can become more 

practically relevant. 

Our paper sheds new light on the complex relationship 

between information systems research and practice. 

The dominant perspective of technical rationality, 

rooted in the philosophical doctrine of positivism, 

considers practice as the application of scientific 

knowledge to concrete problems of everyday life 

(Dasgupta, 1996; Mitcham, 1994; Schön, 1983, 1987). 

Applied sciences such as IS aim to produce grounded 

rules that establish “stable norms of successful human 

behavior” (Bunge, 1967). However, many documented 

cases of software engineering appear to be devoid of 

explicit theoretical guidance (Dasgupta, 1996). 

Furthermore, there is ample evidence of the power of 

small effects (Kohavi & Thomke, 2017; Tiefenbeck, 

2017), the difficulty of fully anticipating how an 

artifact is going to be used by people (Germonprez et 

al., 2011), the full impact it may have (Gregor & 

Hovorka, 2011), and the struggles practitioners face 

when trying to use DSR knowledge (Chandra Kruse et 

al., 2016). We observed the same issues in our two 

cases of exemplary DSR. 

A key question that emerges is how to undertake 

design theorizing in a way that maximizes the practical 

utility of IS theories. Despite the intuitive importance 

of this question, it has received scant attention from the 

research community. In this paper, we examine the 

issue of design theory indeterminacy in three ways. 

First, we present empirical evidence from two cases of 

real design theories in which we show that many 

specific design choices cannot be derived from the 

theory. Second, we develop a conceptual foundation of 

DTI that reveals the nature of indeterminacy as a 

complex, multidimensional problem, not simply an 

issue of developing (focal) features based on design 

principles but also concerning the entire artifact design 

as well as its deployment. Finally, we propose 

directions for research to lessen the design 

indeterminacy problem across its dimensions.  

While there are outstanding issues for which future 

research is needed, much of what we have proposed 

can already be used by scientists—for example, ideas 

about clarity, consistency, and accessibility of the 

language of design theories, increased transparency of 

DSR, including sharing of the artifacts, as well as 

deliberate and disciplined imagination of how the 

proposed theories might be used in practice. We urge 

researchers to work more closely with practitioners, 

become more aware of practitioner challenges, be 
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more transparent and critical about design theories, and 

seek ways to make the academia-industry interaction 

more fruitful and effective. 

While we positioned DTI as something to be reduced, 

we also note possible benefits resulting from the 

uncertainty of design theories. Generality is important 

as it helps promote creativity and technological 

innovation (because specific forms are not insisted 

upon and practitioners have more freedom to interpret 

the theories in their own ways to develop creative 

solutions using new technological forms) (Baskerville 

et al., 2019; Chandra Kruse et al., 2016). Thus, in an 

ideal case, design theories could retain their generality, 

while also providing clear and reliable guidance for 

practitioners, for example, through additional forms of 

knowledge (e.g., transformation rules and other 

knowledge contributions of DSR—vom Brocke et al., 

2020) 

We also call for further research on DTI. More 

recommendations akin to those developed here could 

be proposed. Future work could also draw on other 

disciplines (e.g., engineering, architecture, medicine, 

law or even art) in which similar issues are present. 

Insights from these fields might produce new 

guidelines or help refine existing ones.  

Design science research is fundamentally a problem-

solving endeavor. While it seeks to solve real-world 

problems with innovative artifacts, it could also benefit 

from looking inward and seeking to address DTI in a 

way that makes this valuable stream of information 

systems research even more impactful. 
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Appendix 

Design theories deliberately abstract away potentially pertinent aspects of reality to reach certain “subjectively” 

desirable levels of generality by researchers. However, the level of abstraction affects the ability of practitioners to 

implement a theory. In a design theory, independent variables (e.g., abstract design principles) are meant to be 

translated by practitioners into some actionable form, which specifies exactly how to develop focal features.  

Borrowing from engineering, for this analysis we capture this form using the notion of a technological rule based on 

the condition-operation notation (Dasgupta, 1996). Dasgupta (1996) argues these types of operational principles are 

readily understood and natural to practice: they are “the predominant kind of knowledge that the software engineer 

brings to bear in the creation of software artifacts” (p. 166, emphasis in the original). For example, based on the 

instance-based design theory in Case 1, when trying to implement a theory, a practitioner may formulate the following 

mental operational rule using the general condition-operation: 

 

condition: IF the goal is to increase data quality and user participation in a crowdsourcing project 

 

operation: THEN collect information in terms of attributes of instances rather than classes 

Rule 1 

 

To generate a technological rule out of a design theory, a certain degree of specificity is needed in the theoretical 

constructs, particularly those that correspond to the operation part of the design theory. For example, stipulating that, 

to increase quality and user participation, an IS needs to be based on “flexible database design” (Lukyanenko et al., 

2016, p. 9) is less specific than stating that information should be a collection in terms of “attributes to represent 

individual instances” (Lukyanenko et al., 2017, p. 307), as the latter manifests flexibility in a particular way. Such 

specificity also makes a design theory more falsifiable. Yet, as this case demonstrates, to support development, even 

more specific technological rules are needed. Extending the rule-based structure proposed by Dasgupta, we argue that 

a designer may wish to formulate the following technological rule recursively based on the previous one: 

 

IF the goal is to collect information in terms of attributes of instances 

 

THEN create form elements each corresponding to the attributes in a domain 

Rule 2 

 

A designer can take this one step further and formulate another rule, Rule 3: 

 

IF the goal is to create form elements each corresponding to the attributes in a domain 

 

THEN create a checkbox control bound to a dataset containing predefined attributes 

Rule 3 

 

The creation of rules from a design theory exemplifies the problem of DTI, as such rules articulate specific design 

choices that generally go beyond what the theory specifies. In the above examples, Rule 2 is derived from Rule 1 and 

Rule 3 is derived from Rule 2: the condition element of each subsequent rule contains the operation from the previous 

rule. Such a hierarchical nesting of rules is necessary because the operation in a general rule (e.g., Rule 1) is not clear 

enough to isolate specific actions and fully explain to a developer what needs to be done. A more specific rule (i.e., 

Rule 2) becomes necessary to enact Rule 1. Similarly, since Rule 2 is also not specific enough, a designer will 

recursively construct new rules (explicitly or implicitly) until the actionable rule is reached when the level of 

specificity of the operation element of a rule matches the situation at hand.5 A useful outcome of this approach is that 

it provides traceability—specifying (but not fully justifying) design choices that were made to reduce ambiguity arising 

 
5 We make a simplifying assumption that actionable rules can be formally expressed. There is a growing argument that some rules 

of action defy formalization (Chandra Kruse, Seidel, & Purao, 2016; Dreyfus, 1992; Heidegger, 1996; Polanyi, 2009; Schön, 1983). 

Accepting the premise that some rules can never be formalized strengthens our core thesis of the uncertainty in translating from 

theory to design choices. 
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from DTI. This makes is possible to later understand how (and why) specific design decisions were taken during the 

design and development process.  

Unlike Rule 1, Rule 2 and all derived rules are less grounded in the original theory. Indeed, one could formulate an 

alternative operation in Rule 2, calling for a single textbox that would collect attributes (without having a user select 

from a predefined list of attributes). Similarly, in Rule 3, one could stipulate to use radio boxes, dropdown lists or 

combo-boxes rather than checkboxes. The operations in Rules 2 and 3 are indirectly grounded in theory (via Rule 1), 

but also driven by other factors (e.g., needs of a situation, development software constraints, aesthetics [Baskerville, 

Kaul, et al., 2018], or a designer’s familiarity with checkbox form using controls vs. radio button controls). Moreover, 

such rules can be further justified by “attaching” the rationale for specific design choices (e.g., aligns with past practice 

or developer experience). In addition, if the desired outcomes associated with implementing the design theory are not 

realized, such choices can be revisited and alternative manifestations chosen as a way of determining if these non-

theoretical design choices mitigated the expected outcomes. Theoretical grounding tends to fade with each new step 

in the recursion. Since every IS deployment is unique in some way (Lee, 1989), there is always some aspect of either 

the IS itself or the deployment context that cannot be accounted for by theories. Schön (1987) contends that these 

unique situations cannot be handled “solely by applying [known] theories or techniques” (p. 6). Since the recursion 

began as a condition and operation imbued in the theory itself (i.e., Rule 1 is part of the design theory itself), subsequent 

recursions are not fully within theoretical control. In general, the higher the level of abstraction of a design theory (i.e., 

broad theory vs. midrange), the more recursions would be needed to reach actionable rules. 
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